Fall 2023 - Spring 2024 Linguistics Courses
Recommended for First-year Students

**Fall 23**

- **LING 1**: Introductory Linguistics – *Ernst*, 2, QDS, *fulfills LRP
- **LING 1**: Introductory Linguistics – *Whaley*, 10, QDS, *fulfills LRP
- **LING 05.02**: Topics in the Study of Language: "The Digital Portfolio" – *Donahue*, 3A, ART
- **LING 11.06 / NAIS 40**: Language Revitalization – *Whaley*, 11, SOC, CI
- **LING 11.14 / LAT 30.08**: History and Structure of the Latin Language – *Pulju*, 2, QDS, W, *fulfills LRP
- **LING 18 / ENGL 55.24**: History of the English Language – *Pulju*, 10, QDS, W, *fulfills LRP

**Winter 24**

- **LING 1**: Introductory Linguistics – *Wray*, 10, QDS, *fulfills LRP
- **LING 1**: Introductory Linguistics – *Pulju*, 2, QDS, *fulfills LRP
- **LING 05.02**: Topics in the Study of Language: "The Digital Portfolio" – *Donahue*, 3A, ART
- **LING 07.07**: First-Year Seminar in Linguistics: "The World’s Englishes" – *Donahue*, 10A
- **LING 15 / EDUC 15**: Language Acquisition – *Wray*, 11, SOC
- **LING 27**: Historical Linguistics – *Pulju*, 10, QDS, *requires LING 1 or Ling 18 as prereq
- **LING 28**: Computational Linguistics – *Sheifer*, 2, TAS, *requires LING 1 as prereq
- **LING 48/COSC 072**: Accelerated Computational Linguistics - *Lai*, 11, TAS, *requires COSC 1 as prereq

**Spring 24**

- **LING 1**: Introductory Linguistics - *Pulju*, 10, QDS, *fulfills LRP
- **LING 1**: Introductory Linguistics - *Peterson*, 12, QDS, *fulfills LRP
- **LING 11.10 / AAAS 87.11**: Language in Africa – Blum, timeslot TBD, SOC, NW, *fulfills LRP
- **LING 11.20 / COGS 50.07**: Aphasiology and the Neurobiology of Language – *Wray*, 3A, SCI, *requires COGS 1, LING 1 OR PSYC 1 as prereq
- **LING 17**: Sociolinguistics – *Stanford*, 2A, SOC, CI, *fulfills LRP
- **LING 20**: Experimental Phonetics – *Stanford*, 12, TAS, *requires LING 1 as prereq
- **LING 24**: Discourse Analysis – *Peterson*, 11, SOC, *requires LING 1 as prereq
- **LING 48 / COSC 72**: Accelerated Computational Linguistics – *Coto Solano*, 2, TAS, *requires COSC 1 as prereq

*Linguistics Courses That Fulfill LRP*

Many Linguistics courses can be used to satisfy the Language Requirement for Proficient Speakers (LRP) for incoming students starting with the Class of 2026. Linguistics 1 and Linguistics 17 are also recommended for students who have a Language Requirement Waiver.